Portions of this document may be illegible in electronic image products. Images are produced from the best available original document. are correct , we can look forward to experiments with %10 -10 hyperon leptonic decays at NAL. In this report, we Sexamine some of the physics one learns from such experiments and discuss quantitatively the feasability of several typical experiments:
For purposes of discussion, we assume the hyperons in
E
the beam will be unpolarized so that only decays with A's in the final state will contain polarization informati <2'
1. Beta decays of unpolarized hyperons:
Without polarization information, the only observables
are the e.v correlation E a, and the beta spectrum. For the A k 2 e.v correlation, one has 1-2/ 21&Ile-113 -%22 j'* J.
where the bar means averaged over the electron spectrum. 
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As is well known from nuclear beta decay, a is very sensitive to the weak magnetism term f2. To estimate the sensitivity of the spectrum to a, we divide the spectrum into two halves at of IP +P will be very nearly the same for leptonic \1 . ux Vy decays and background and is not useful for distinguishing between the two. However, the kinematic boundry in the x,y plane is quite different and can be used to reject background.
We define the x-axis b9 requiring·the proton to lie in the x,z plane with Px E -P. Then P ,P from the two-step decay On the other hand, the allowed region for three-body decays is 'u circular with radius 2 60 mev/c in the x,y plane. Therefore, ru by excluding events with (Pvx, Pvy) inside the ellipse, one 0 loses 2 30% leptonic decays and rejects the background.
Selected Possible Experiments:* (a) A + pev
In a lambda beam only the direction but not the. momentum is known; therefore, there are two solutions for the center of mass corresponding to possible neutrino momenta along P .
--These solutions could be weighted with the lambda momentum spectrum measured from A + pA decays. In a B-decay experiment, the apparatus could exclude the forward pion cone to suppress A + pA events.
This would reduce the electron solid angle to n . 1.
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Assuming a A beam with the following characteristics: 0 = 10 ster, L = 30 M, 10 · int. protons|pulse, AP = 50%, -6 < 10 P P = 100 Gev/c, and the Hagedorn-Raft yield predictions. We * C Section 4 written with T. A. Romanowski. This reaction has several important features which makes its study very attractive.
lepton correlations with lambda polarization can be measured (ii) the decay has a unique signature.
Assuming a I-beam of the following characteristics : I. 1 i
